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FAR EASTERN SECTION
THE REFORM OF JAPAN'S LEGAL AND JUDICIAL
SYSTEM UNDER ALLIED OCCUPATION
ALFRED C. OPPLER*
I. GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE REFORMS
r. The Novelty of the Occupation
The novel character of Allied occupations after World War II has
been repeatedly emphasized in recent literature.' The modern type of
treatment of the occupied nation by the conquering authority assert-
edly aims at far broader objectives when compared to military occupa-
tions of the past. It no longer restricts itself to disarming the enemy
from a purely military and technical point of view, but is designed to
prevent him from future aggression by what may be termed as psycho-
logical disarmament. Yet it may be remembered that such effort is not
without precedent in history 2 Napoleon I, another military occupant,
was a great reformer and succeeded in having the European countries
he conquered adopt ideas and institutions resulting from the French
Revolution whose son he has been called. However that may be, in the
case of Japan the Allied occupants consciously and openly proclaimed
at the outset the intention to bring about that mnimum of political
and legal changes in the pattern of government and law which
appeared indispensable for elirmnating such features, which were
defined as militarism, imperialism, feudalism, and "police state."'
*Chief, Legislation and Justice Division, Legal Section, GHQ SCAP, Tokyo, Japan.
1 See, for example, FRIEDRICH, C. J. AND ASSOCIATES AMERICAN EXPERIENCES IN
MILITARY GOVERNMENT IN WORLD WAR II (Rinehart, 1948) Chapter 1, and Thomas
L. Blakemore, Post-War Developments i Japanese Law, WISCONSIN LAW REVIEW
July, 1947, Part I.
2 American experience in that respect goes back to the period of occupation after
World War I. In his critical analysis, Military Occupation and the Rule of Law (Ox-
ford University Press, 1944), page 4, Ernst Fraenkel speaks of the application of
Wilsoman principles to the field of military occupation. He characterizes the regime as
a "symbolic mixture of realism and idealism."
3 U.S. Initial Post-Surrender Policy for Japan (Released to the Press by the White
House, September 22, 1945)
Part I
b. " The authority of the militarists and the influence of militarism will be totally
eliminated from her political, economic and social life. "
c. "The Japanese people shall be encouraged to develop a desire for individual liber-
ties and respect for fundamental human rights, particularly the freedoms of
religion, assembly, speech, and the press.
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With the preponderance of the United States influence in the occupa-
tion it was only natural that the goal toward which Japan was to be
guided was democracy in the traditional Western sense.
2. The Need for Moderation,
The unique nature and gigantic scope of such an experiment when
tried on a less advanced and oriental civilization rmght easily have dis-
couraged the skeptic, who does not believe in the possibility of influ-
encing the thoughts and customs of a strange people. Yet; the philoso-
phy of occupation had changed to a point where mere resignation to
military objectives was out of the question. On the other hand, the
situation required an unusual degree of patience and moderation on the
part of those assigned to the task of inducing the necessary reforms.
Both extremes, doing too much as well as not doing enough, had to be
avoided. The middle-of-the-road course recommended itself as the only
promismg method of dealing with the Japanese to most of whom our
ideas and practices were something relatively new To be sure, the
intelligentsia was familiar with the theory of Western political philoso-
phy; there had been progressive tendencies toward the modernization
of legal institutions, especially in connection with the outmoded family
system and criminal law as well as procedure; and the international
labor movement had exercised influence on the Japanese working
classes. However, such tendencies were rigidly suppressed by the gov-
ernment and the powerful groups behind it, as soon as the prospect of
war appeared on the political horizon, and even more during the war.
The difference in Japanese historical experience from that of nations
such as Germany, which once went through a period of democratic
government, worked to the disadvantage as well as in favor of the
Japanese adaptability to new concepts. The danger that these concepts
would not be understood and easily digested was obvious. On the other
hand, there was no association in the Japanese mind with any ill-fated
past experience, as might have been in the case of those Germans who
remembered the failure of the Weimar Republic. The occupation in
Germany, apart from dealing with a more complicated human material,
was probably often faced with the difficult task of evincing the reasons
for and of overcoming discouragement or even cynicism because of that
failure. The Japanese man on the street, on the contrary, reacted to the
program of the Allied occupation with the attitude of one who eagerly,
though somewhat puzzled, expects the dawn of a new era never expe-
rienced before.
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Another fortunate factor has been that, with regard to their legal
system, the Japanese have shown themselves particularly open to
foreign ideas. The enactment during the Meiji Restoration of a whole
series of basic codes patterned mainly on German and French models
was certainly a unique phenomenon not unlike the reception of Roman
Law which took place throughout northern Europe in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. In both instances local customs and traditions were
merged with the imported institutions. The comprehensive codification
in the initial Meiji era included the field of domestic relations, but left
the semifeudal family system virtually untouched. Thus, while the
first three books of the Civil Code, dealing with General Principles,
Property Rights, and Obligations closely resembled the German Civil
Code, the fourth and fifth books, covering Family and Inheritance
Law, betray very little Western influence, but were based on Japanese
customs. The fact that convention and tradition play a paramount role
in Japan must always be kept in mind. In a conflict between the writ-
ten law and the unwritten customs the latter weigh heavily, and the
value of legislation designed to eliminate such customs will be dubious
unless society wishes to free itself of them.
Hence, the legal reforms under the occupation had to take into con-
sideration the two factors on which the Japanese legal system was
based. (a) its continental character and (b) the strength of customs
and traditions.
The occupation lawyers to whom the supervision over this reform
work was entrusted had to beware of any overeagerness to impose the
blessings of Anglo-Saxon legal institutions upon the continental law of
Japan. However excellent these institutions may have proved at home,
their adoption required conscientious scrutiny as to whether they fitted
into this different system. Those who planned reforms could never lose
sight of the fact that under the influence of native customs this system,
as applied in practice, had undergone some considerable changes even
from that to which the countries of its origin had developed. To exer-
cise the needed restraint was all the more difficult as certain basic
objectives of the occupation were absolutely binding and the time
available to carry them out was limited. It is too early to arrive at a
fair judgment as to what extent the occupation, in attempting to
achieve these objectives, has avoided the mistake of imposing or even
suggesting reforms for which the Japanese were not yet ripe. The
writer is in no position to give an objective evaluation of this question
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because of lis participation in this reform work as a member of the
occupation. However, it should be pointed out that General Mac-
Arthur's consistent policy as Supreme Commander of the Allied
Powers (SCAP) has been toward inspiration and encouragement of
the Japanese government rather than authoritative direction by fiat.
The Japanese themselves acknowledge that once hostilities were ended
they have been treated with statesman-like moderation, whereas they
had expected revengeful subjection to the dictate of the victor. Differ-
ent from Germany and Korea, where the method applied was direct
military government, the occupation in Japan acted and continues to
act through the media of the National Government,' which has
remained intact. As far as the reform legislation was concerned, it was
enacted by the Diet as the law-making organ representative of the
Japanese people. This indirect nature of the occupation made it pos-
sible for the views of the Japanese to receive much consideration, and
their reactions to projects -of change were usually not ignored. The
longer the occupation lasts the more the controls over the Japanese
government are being relaxed.'
3. Sources of Occupation Policy
Under the Potsdam Declaration" the Japanese government was re-
quired to "remove all obstacles to the revival and strengthening of
democratic tendencies. Freedom of speech, of religion, and of thought
as well as respect for the fundamental human rights shall be estab-
lished." It was obvious that these extremely broad objectives virtually
constituted a program which called for a revolutionary change of
Japanese society What has happened since the surrender has fittingly
been characterized as induced revolution, while'an outstanding Japa-
nese scholar used the term "August Revolution."' It was clearly under-
stood that the inner transformation of the minds and attitudes of the
people could not possibly be achieved overnight. The construction of
the new house had to start with laying the legal foundations. The
necessity of a sweeping reform legislation with respect to legal and
'Item-Part 11-2 " the Supreme Commander has authority through Japanese
governmental machinery and agencies, including the Emperor. "
5 See SCAP's message to the Japanese People on the Second Anniversary of the
Constitution of Japan on May 3, 1949.
6 Potsdam Declaration of July 26, 1945.
7 Miyasawa, Toshimi, Professor of Constitutional Law at Tokyo Imperial Univer-
sity in an unpublished paper titled Outline Concerning the Reforms sn Japan under
the Control of the Allied Powers.
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judicial institutions was outlined in the U.S. Initial Post-Surrender
Policy for Japan, which stated. " the judicial, legal, and police
systems shall be reformed as soon as possible to conform to the policies
set forth and thereafter shall be progressively influenced to protect
individual liberties and civil rights."'
4. Form of Enactment
As previously mentioned, in making use of the existing domestic
machinery of government, the occupation left the enactment of the
necessary reforms to the Diet, as a rule. As a matter of course, such
legislation is subject to a right of veto by SCAP in case it is contrary to
the basic objectives of the occupation. Nevertheless, in certain spheres
of primary concern to the occupation the device of authoritative com-
mand of SCAP was chosen, as a rule, in the form of a memorandum to
the Japanese government. Up to now innumerable such memoranda,
called SCAPINS, have been issued. They cover measures such as the
purge and abolition of vicious features of the police state as well as of
wartime suppression of civil liberties. However, when this type of
order, which might be characterized as occupational law, was issued,
the principle of indirect military government was generally maintained
by the practice of having the SCAPIN implemented into the Japanese
Law In doing so the Japanese government acts as an instrumentality
of the occupation exclusively bound by the directive and not respon-
sible within the limitations of the Japanese Constitution and other
domestic law The Diet, as a matter of principle, did not appear to be
the appropriate organ for such automatic implementation in which the
freedom of determination was excluded. Therefore, the SCAP direc-
tives are usually not implemented by statute, but by government ordi-
nance "under the Potsdam Declaration." In the beginning of the
occupation the form of an Imperial Ordinance was used.' After the
new Constitution had abolished this type of enactment, the Cabinet
Order took its place.'
Yet, in practice the distinction between "superconstitutional" occu-
pation law and Diet-enacted statute has not been so clear-cut as it
s U.S. Initial Post-Surrender Policy for Japan, Part III-Political, para. 3d.
9 The legal basis for this device was Imperial Ordinance No. 542 of September 20,
1945. " In accordance with the acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration, in order to
carry out items based on the demands made by SCAP, the Government may when
especially necessary, take the necessary steps through ordinances, and may establish
necessary penal regulations. "20 See Law 72 of 1947 (The Law concerning the validity of the Provisions of
Orders in Force at the Time of coming into Force of the Constitution of Japan, etc.),
English Edition of the Official Gazette, No. 313, April 18, 1947
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might appear from the above. In a few instances a milder and more
courteous kind of command than the SCAPIN was chosen m the form
of a letter written by General MacArthur to the Prime Minister. Such
letter was usually implemented by Diet legislation." In other cases
such as the land reform legislation12 the basic principles had been
outlined by a SCAP directive and still the comprehensive legislation
was enacted by the Diet. It remains to be seen whether the Japanese
courts will treat this last-mentioned type of statute as occupation law
or feel free to void it as unconstitutional. The issue has become a prac-
tical problem, sinte a great number of suits are pending in the courts
which challenge the constitutionality of certain aspects of the land
reform legislation.'-
As far as the revision of the basic codes, such as Civil Code, Crimi-
nal Code, Court Organization Law, and procedural Codes was con-
cerned, with one exception not a single formal directive was issued.
This momentous reform was carried out by regular Diet legislation,
whereby the occupation acted merely in an advisory and controlling
capacity Characteristically enough, the only case where authoritative
msistence on such legislation became necessary was in connection with
the required abolition of the lese majesty provisions of the Criminal
Code."
5. Initial Abrogation of Laws
In its very beginning the occupation had to concentrate on the mili-
tary aspect of disarmament. This initial task required prerogative
action, while a revision of the legal and judicial system of Japan even
could not be considered without careful preliminary study and prepa-
ration. Nevertheless, the emphasis of the Potsdam Declaration, as well
as of the occupant's philosophy on fundamental human rights, made
the immediate abrogation of certain existing laws and practices impera-
tive. Within the limited scope of this article it is not possible to discuss
". Examples: (a) Letter of SCAP, dated February, 1947, requiring the abolition of
the lese majesty provisions in the Criminal Code, and (b) Letter of SCAP, dated Sep-
tember 16, 1947, concerning the decentralization of police and the establishment of the
Attorney General's Office. These letters were implemented by the following Diet Laws:(1) by the revision of the Criminal Code, Law No. 124 of 1947, O.G. Extra, October
26, 1947, (2) by the National Police Law, Law No. 196 of 1947, O.G. No. 516, Decem-
ber 17, 1947 and the Attorney General's Office Law, Law No. 193 of 1947, O.G. No.
516, December 17, 1947
12 AgiutrlLand Adjustment Law, Revised by Law No. 42 of 1946, O.G. No.
168, October 21, 1946; Owner-Farmer Establishment Special Measures Law, Law
No. 43 of 1946, O.G. No. 168, October 21, 1946.
18 The main issue is whether the legal price provided for by the law constitutes
"just compensation" of the landowner in the meaning of Article 29 of the Constitution.
14 See footnote 11.
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the various SCAP directives which did away with the most conspicuous
legal devices for the suppression of political nonconformity with the
will and whim of the government and the ruling warlords. The basic
civil liberties directive is SCAPIN 93,1" entitled "Removal of. Restric-
tions on Civil and Religious Liberties." It directed the Japanese govern-
ment to abrogate and immediately suspend all laws, decrees, orders,
ordinances, and regulations restricting political, civil, and religious
liberties; to allow unrestricted discussion of the Emperor, the Imperial
institution, and the Imperial Japanese government; to remove restric-
tions on the collection and dissemination of information, and abolish
all legal discrimination on account of race, nationality, creed, or
political opinion. The SCAPIN contains a list of the most important
enactments falling under this general characterization."
Further steps were taken to free the press from governmental control
and remove restrictions on freedom of communication and expression."'
Separation of religion from the state, which had nusused it for political
ends, was ordered.' Finally, licensed prostitution, with its Japanese
by-product of involuntary servitude by women who bound themselves
to serve for a fixed period, was abolished as inconsistent with the prin-
ciple of equality of the sexes and individual liberty and dignity
6. A New Constitution
(a) The Issue of Legal Continuity It has been pointed out that any
reform aimed at the transformation of a national society must neces-
sarily start with laying the legal foundations for such change unless the
idea of government by law is abandoned in favor of a system of arbi-
trary personal rule. Japan had a written Constitution, which reflected
the political philosophy of the Meiji period. The continuation in force
of this so-called Meiji Constitution"0 would not only have been incon-
sistent with the actual situation brought about by the surrender and
subsequent Allied Occupation, but would also have prevented a pro-
15 Issued on October 4, 1945.
18 Among them were the laws and ordinances which provided for "peace preserva-
tion," "protection and surveillance," "precautionary detention," "safeguarding military
secrets," and the "Religious Body Law."
17 SCAPINS 51 of September 24, 1945 and 66 of September 27, 1945.
18 By the so-called Shinto Directive, SCAPIN 448, of December 15, 1945, which for-
bids the continuation of governmental sponsorship, control and dissemination of state
Shinto as well as the affiliation of all religions with the government and with militarists
and ultranationalistic ideologies.
10 SCAPINS 642 of January 21, 1946, which also caused the nullification of all con-
tracts which had for their object the binding or committing, directly or indirectly, of
any woman to the practice of prostitution.
20 Given to the people by Emperor Mutsuhito on February 11, 1889. For a brief
analysis of the Meiji Constitution see Blakemore, op. cit., part III.
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gressive development of the whole legal system for which the Consti-
tution had been the framework and guide. The Supreme Commander
might have suspended the Meiji Constitution. However, such step
would have created a vacuum. The only other and-by far more con-
structive alternative was to replace the old charter by a new funda-
mental law, which was to establish the guiding principles or the over-all
program on which a democratic system of government could be built.
and from which modem legislation could be developed. By deciding in
favor of this alternative, the Japanese followed the pattern of historical
revolutions." Three main factors made the Meiji Constitution appear
irreconcilable with the political realities: first, the change of the
Emperor's position under the impact of the occupation; second, the
postulate of a truly representative government; and third, the emphasis
of the Potsdam Declaration upon fundamental human rights, which
under the old Constitution were granted the people only "within, the -
lmits of law."
The new Constitution was promulgated on November 3, 1946, after
long and sometimes heated debates in both Houses of the Diet and
after lively discussions in the press and other media of public opimon.
It came into force on May 3, 1947 Interestingly enough, since the
Meiji Constitution had never been abrogated or suspended, the "Con-
stitution of Japan," as the present instrument is called, was enacted as
revision of the Meiji Constitution and in the forms required therein for
constitutional amendments, which meant submission of the "project"
of amendment to the Diet by Imperial Order, presence of at least two-
thirds of all members of both Houses and majority of two-thirds of
those present for the passing of the amendment." Thus constitutional
continuity was maintained. While, from a formal legal point of view no
revolution took place, the fact remains, however, that in substance the
product of the so-called amendment was a completely new charter in
which it is hard to find substantial features of the predecessor instru-
ment. Still the contradiction between procedure and substance resulted
in various controversies among Japan's solons, which not only might
provide legal scholars with plenty of subjects for doctor's theses, but
also call for the attention of the political analyst far beyond their
merely academic aspect. As the Meiji Constitution was never amended
21 Reference is made, for instance, to the several constitutions dunng the French
Revolution, to the Constitution of 1871 enacted in France in the beginning of the Third
Republic, and to the Weiner Constitution of 1919 in Germany.
22 Article 73 of the Meiji Constitution.
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since its enactment in 1889, there were no precedents available for the
solution of these controversies. One of the problems raised was whether
the Diet had the right to change the project of amendment as sub-
mitted by the Emperor or whether it could only accept or reject it
sn toto. "2 This question was actually decided in favor of the Diet's right
to amend provisions of the proposed Constitution.2' Another even more
important issue arose in connection with the argument of some Diet
members that certain basic principles embodied in the Meiji Constitu-
tion, namely, those characterized by the traditional and somewhat
mythical term of "national polity"2 were inviolable and not subject to
amendment. This was the view originally expressed by Prince Ito, the
father of that Constitution,! and led to the discussion of whether the
new Constitution altered the "national polity" To answer this question
in the affirmative would, on the basis of the Ito doctrine, have meant a
challenge to the continuity of the constitutional development or even
to the legality of the new Constitution. The argument was advanced by
some of the progressive speakers, predominantly University professors,
that the change in the national polity would be effected by the shift of
sovereiguty from the Emperor to the people." Others held that such
change had been the logical result of the acceptance of the Potsdam
Declaration by Japan. However, the Government, although itself
divided on this issue, repeatedly emphasized through its official spokes-
man, Minister Kanamon, that while the "political structure" was
essentially changed by the new Charter, the national polity as such
28 The orthodox theory, maintained by N. Matsunami in his textbook in English
language: THE JAPANESE CONSTITUTION AND POLITICS, p. 62 (Tokyo, 1940), denies
the Diet such power of amendment completely. TATsuKIcmI MINOBE: COMMENTARY
OF THE CONSTITUTION (in Japanese), p. 722 (Tokyo, Yuhikaku Co., 1923), holds a
different opinion, with regard to change of the constitutional project, but wants to
exclude additions to the project because they would interfere with the initiative power
of the Emperor. On the same question, see also Snmizu ToRu" ON THE CONSTITU-
TION (in Japanese), p. 201 (Tokyo, Shimizu Shob5 Co., 1904), and Dr. Usbijiro Sato
Lecture on the Imperial Constitution (in Japanese), 1938, pp. 368-370.
24 Several amendments to the draft bill were enacted by the Diet, after the Govern-
ment had recognized the right of the Diet to do so. (See Official Gazette Extra, No. 7,
p. 11, of June 28, 1946, containing the minutes of the discussions of the House of Repre-
sentatives, and the statement of Minister Kanamori, see O.G. Extra of June 24, 1946,
No. 2, p. 20.)
25 The Japanese term is Kokutas. Its meaning is not clearly definable in legal lan-
guage, but it implies the "unbroken line of imperial rulers."
26 See PRINCE Hmonui ITO" COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
EMPIRE OF JAPAN (translated, Tokyo, 1931), p. 148.
27 This view was supported by reference to a decision of the Japanese Supreme
Court of May 31, 1929 in connection with an interpretation of the Peace Preservation
Law. See interpellation of Peer Asai in O.G. Extra No. 25 of August 29, 1946, p. 6.
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had not suffered and would not suffer any alteration."8 Thus the revo-
lutionary character of the new Constitution was minimized.
(b) The Gist of tke Constitution. It is not the purpose of this article
to elaborate on the contents of the new Constitution of Japan, cer-
tamly one of the most advanced basic laws of the present time. Essen-
tial parts of it will subsequently be considered in connection with the
implementing legislation. The Constitution drew freely on the experi-
ences of the West.29 Attempting to reconcile the survival of the imperial
institution with the establishment of a representative government along
the lines of traditional parliamentansm, the Constitution has many
features in common with the English system of government. The
Cabinet exercises the executive power. It is headed by a Prime Minister
with strong prerogatives, who is appointed by the Emperor upon des-
ignation by the Diet, from among its members. The Prime Minister
appoints the other Ministers of State, the majority of whom must be
members of the Diet. The Cabinet is responsible to the Diet,"0 charac-
terized as the "highest organ of state power." The bicameral system
has been retained but, following the British example, with the suprem-
acy of the lower house over the upper. The Emperor is not even recog-
nized as a titular Chief Executive. The Constitution defines him as the
"symbol of the state and the unity of the people, deriving his position
from the will of the people with whom resides sovereign power."
Powers related to government are denied him, and his "acts in matters
of state""' are merely formal and ceremonial. They require the advice
and approval of the Cabinet. The judiciary has been made an inde-
pendent third branch of the government, while in the past the judges in
28 Brief summaries of the endless arguments are given in the English language
newspaper Nippon Tihes of August 28 and September 4, 1946.2 0 For a comparative analysis of the new Constitution of Japan see Supreme Com-
mander for the Allied Powers, Suinination of Non-Military Activities si Jrapan, No.
14, 1946, pp. 25-40.
30 Article 69 of the Constitution provides: "If the House of Representatives passes
a non-confidence resolution, or rejects a confidence resolution, the Cabinet shall resign
en bloc unless the House of Representatives is dissolved within ten days." A heated
constitutional controversy ensued when Prime Minister Yoshida as chief of a minority
Cabinet, on November 15, 1948, threatened to suggest the dissolution of the lower
House to the Emperor on the basis of Article 7 of the Constitution, which lists the
dissolution among the functions of the Emperor. The opposition maintained that the
House of Representatives could only be dissolved in the case of Article 69. Pursuant to
a compromise the dissolution of the House was actually preceded by a vote of non-
confidence.
31 This distinction is somewhat ambiguous and escapes legal interpretation. The
CONSTITuTIo op JAPAx states:
"Article 3. The advice and approval of the Cabinet shall be required for all acts of
the Emperor in matters of state, and the Cabinet shall be responsible therefor.
"Article 4. The Emperor shall perform only such acts in matters of state as are
provided for in this Constitution and he shall not have powers related to Government."
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Japan were civil servants under the Ministry of Justice. In vesting the
Supreme Court with the power of judicial review regarding the consti-
tutionality of legislative as well as administrative acts, the Constitution
decided in favor of the American pattern, frequently termed judicial
supremacy In the field of local government the constitutional provi-
sions are not particularly elaborate. They stress the principle of local
autonomy, which is defined as the right of local public entities to
manage their property, affairs, and administration and to enact their
own regulations within law They furthermore require that these local
entities shall establish assemblies and that the members of such assem-
blies as well as the chief executives shall be elected by direct popular
vote. All other details are left to implementing legislation. The Consti-
tution contains an extensive catalogue of "rights and duties" of the
people with considerably greater emphasis upon the rights. 2 While
the Meiji instrument had restricted the guarantee of such fundamental
rights by the clause "within the limits of the law" and thus actually
made them meaningless as a safeguard for the individual, the new
Constitution omits this limitation.8 Finally, the renunciation of war
and the permanent abolition of the Armed Forces, both connected with
military defeat and surrender, may be mentioned as unique features
of this Constitution.
7 Implementation of the Constitution by Dzet Legsslation
(a) The Dilemma of Transition. The enactment of any new Con-
stitution at once raises an immensely practical problem as to its imple-
mentation into the law of the land. After all, the basic law sets forth
only the broad principles for a legislative program, which requires con-
siderable time for study, discussion, and coordination. There will
always be a transitional period, during which the old laws are not yet
82 The outstanding elements of this Bill of Rights are individual dignity (see
Articles 13 and 24) and equality under the law with explicit ban of discrimination in
political, economic, and social relations because of race, creed, sex, social status or
family origin (Article 14).
88 It appears, however, that the exercise of fundamental rights is somewhat limited
by consideration of public welfare. Article 12 provides that "the freedoms and rights
guaranteed to the people by this Constitution shall be maintained by the constant
endeavor of the people who shall refrain from any abuse of these freedoms and rights
and shall always be responsible for utilizing them for the public welfare." The issue
of public welfare might play an important role in future decisions of the Supreme Court
on the constitutionality of legislation restricting economic freedom. The Constitution
itself does not take any definite position in the question of controlled economy versus
free enterprise. While property rights are declared inviolable, they may be "defined by
law, in conformity with the public welfare." (Article 29) The recent judicial attitude
regarding state control of economy in the United States is analyzed by Vincent M.
Barnett, Jr. in The Supreme Court And The Capacity To Govern, POLITICAL SCIENCE
QUARTERLY, September, 1948, p. 342.
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replaced by legislation conforming to the new charter. This problem
has been solved in different ways by various nations in connection with
far-reaching constitutional changes. Thus constitutions have sometimes
provided that certain principles would become effective only after a
certain period from their enforcement or that the existing laws be
continued until superseded by new enactments."
In the case of Japan particular care was taken not to jeopardize the
prompt efficacy of the challenge expected from the Constitution to the
past legal and political order. Therefore, when the Constitution was
promulgated on November 3, 1946 it was defined in Article 98 as the
supreme law of the nation and provided that "no law, ordinance,
Imperial rescript or other act of government, or part thereof, contrary
to the provisions thereof, shall have legal force or validity" As the
Constitution was to be enforced on May 3, 1947, this meant that either
all legislative changes necessary to bring the laws into harmony with
the new constitutional principles must be accomplished within six
months, or a chaotic legal vacuum would ensue since a: large part of the
existing law would have lost validity on constitutional grounds. It
became clear from the outset that hasty implementation within the
fixed time limit would not only discredit the very idea of reform, but
also be physically impossible. The Japanese government, to solve this
dilemma, resorted to the expedient of submitting to the Diet provisional
bills, called bills for temporary adjustment pursuant to the enforcement
of the Constitution. This legislation born of an emergency situation,
was mainly used for the revision of the Civil Code and the Codes of
Civil and Criminal Procedure." It contained only the skeleton of the
absolutely necessary revisions of these Codes, leaving much to con-
structive interpretation by the courts. It was provided that these pro-
visional laws should become invalid at the end of the year 1947, thus
indicating their temporary character and causing the Cabinet to speed
up the final revision to replace them.' In the meantime the reform
work has, generally speaking, been completed and all provisional laws
have made way for definite revisions of the whole body of the Codes.s8
84 See for instance, the CONSTITUTION OF THE FaRcn REPU3LIC Of 1946, Articles
103 to 105, and the WEimAR CoNSTITUTIONv oF 1919, Articles 167, 169, 173 and 174.
35 These provisional revisions were enacted by the 92nd Session of the last Imperial
Diet, December 27, 1946 to March 31, 1947
86 As far as the provisional revision of the two procedural Codes was concerned,
this deadline had to be extended subsequently.
87 The final revision of the Civil Code and the two procedural Codes was enacted in
the 2nd Session of the National Diet, which lasted from December 10, 1947 to July
5, 1948.
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The temporary legislation, however irregular, proved convenient as
a method of trial and error. The experiences made in the transitional
period could be utilized in preparing the final enactments. While most
of the provisional reforms were retained, some of their innovations did
not stand the test of practical application and were either eliminated
or altered.
It should be noted that the device of provisional legislation for
obvious reasons did not appear feasible with respect to the fundamental
changes in the organization and functions of the three branches of the
government, as necessitated by the new Constitution. A clear basis for
their structure and a definition of the scope as well as the limitation of
their powers by legislation was needed at once, since here no gaps could
have been filled by judicial interpretation. The Court Organization
Law, the first law in the field of judicial administration, was not a
revision but a completely new enactment. This was passed by the Diet
In its 92nd Session, together with the closely related Public Procura-
tors' Office Law 11
(b) Planning by Agreement. It will be of interest to the American
reader to learn what methods and technique have been applied with
regard to the collaboration between SCAP officials in charge of the
reforms and the representatives of the Japanese government. A descrip-
tion of this psychologically important aspect will substantiate and
corroborate the previous statement that the occupation influenced the
legislation by advice and assistance rather than imposed it by the fiat
of the conqueror. In all their almost daily contacts with the Japanese
the American legal experts were guided by the deep conviction that no
revision would survive the occupation unless the Japanese themselves
could be persuaded that the new law or provision thereof meant a real
improvement and not just the incorporation of an alien element into
their law Because they were conscious of the danger that even
"advice" given by members of the occupation to subjects of the occu-
pied nation might easily be misinterpreted as a milder form of direc-
tion, they demonstrated their determination to refrain from any high-
handedness by throwing the discussion into the open. The revision of
the Code of Criminal Procedure may serve as an illustration of a com-
38 Legislation concerning the legislative and executive branches of the government,
such as the Cabinet Law, Law No. 5 of 1947, O.G. No. 237, January 16, 1947, the
House of Councillors Election Law, Law No. 11 of 1947, O.G. 269, February 24, 1947,
and the Imperial House Law, Law No. 3 of 1947, O.G. No. 237, January 16, 1947 were
adopted even before the Court Orgamnation Law.
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plicated and, from the standpoint of civil liberties, a most important
legal reform. After the preparatory research had been fimshed, Allied
lawyers met Japanese drafting officials "on the working level" in order
to receive full information on the Japanese view and to clarify the
major controversies involved. The Americans then deliberated for two
weeks in order to arrive at an agreement among themselves before they
faced the Japanese. When this was done, the sixty odd major problems
which remained unsolved were formulated in writing on different
"problem sheets," which contained a brief analysis of the controversial
issue and proposals for alternative solutions as a basis for the discus-
sion with the Japanese. For the purpose of assisting the Cabinet in
drafting the bill for the amendment of the Code, a high-level committee
was established. Apart from only four members of the Allied occupa-
tion, more than thirty representatives of the Japanese ministerial and
legal world took part in its conferences, namely, top officials of the
Attorney General and of the public procurators' offices, as well as
judges of the Supreme Court. In addition, for the first time in Japan's
history the legal profession as such was given the opportunity to con-
tribute to legislative official planning. Representatives of the leading
Tokyo Bar Associations were admitted to the conferences. So was the
newly established Japanese Civil-Liberties Umon. The Committee had
daily meetings for three weeks in the spring of 1948.
The work with this Committee was one of the most fascinating and
inspiring experiences of the American participants. Its progress and
final success confirmed their belief that the democratic process is prac-
ticable within the framework of a military occupation. The hardship
and strain involved in the method applied, was offset by the rewarding
result. The atmosphere very much resembled that of a standing legis-
lative Committee in a Western parliament. There was complete free-
dom of argument and criticism and the Japanese, at first reluctant and
cool, made ample use of it after they had convinced themselves that the
Allied representatives were genuinely anxious to hear their opinions.
The relationship between the occupant and the. occupied seemed
eventually to be forgotten over the feeling of an international fellow-
ship among jurists who have in common the ardent concern for the
improvement of a law. The Allied representatives frequently served as
moderators in the controversies between different Japanese groups such
as the public procurators, on the one hand, who stressed the interest
of the state in a vigorous enforcement of the criminal law, and the
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lawyers, on the other hand, who jointly with the representatives of the
Civil Liberties Union put the emphasis upon individual rights. As a
matter of course, the judges' view was motivated by the endeavor to
enhance the prestige of the judiciary and to relieve the courts from an
overload of work. Amazingly enough, occasionally the Japanese went
beyond the Allied reform proposals and suggested innovations which
at first blush had appeared premature. Thus the judges of the Supreme
Court successfully advocated a radical simplification of the existing
appeal system in the criminal procedure. The result of the conference
was agreement on the solution of all problems discussed by the com-
mittee. These solutions were usually reached by compromse according
to deeprooted Japanese tradition. This might be considered the only
deviation from the democratic process, which is characterized by the
majority rule. Some timid attempts were made to submit problems after
discussion to voting among the Japanese. However, it became clear at
once that they disliked to overrule each other because they were afraid
that those in the minority might "lose face."
After the termination of the conference, the Cabinet submitted the
bill to the Diet in the form finally agreed upon.
It should be emphasized that the active participation of the occupa-
tion in the planning for the revision of the Code of Criminal Procedure
was the exception due to the significance of this legislation from the
standpoint of fundamental human rights. While similar procedures
were applied in some of the other revisions, the initiative was left to
the Japanese with the occupation representatives restricting them-
selves completely to the role of observers and critics.
In this connection it may be noted that another form of contact
between the occupation and the Japanese legal world has proved ex-
tremely useful for the mutual understanding. Regular meetings take
place with the judges of the Supreme Court and representatives of the
Attorney General's Office, where current problems of the actual admin-
istration of justice are discussed. These conferences, informal in char-
acter over a cup of green tea, serve also as a source of information on
how the new laws are applied in practice, and what further improve-
ments are needed. Semi-official and private meetings with lawyers,
'University professors, and parliamentarians are designed to provide
the reactions and opinions of groups and individuals outside the official
hierarchy
In most of these contacts the real handicap lies in the difference of
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language rather than that between Western and Oriental philosophy
When recognized on their merits and analyzed objectively, the two
legal systems are not necessarily irreconcilable and might allow a sound
synthesis in many respects. To be sure, there remains a nucleus of a
conservative or, one may say, reactionary group, particularly among
the ministerial bureaucracy and the older judges, who are opposed and
hostile to any idea or institution not fully Japanese. But, on the whole,
the occupation has resulted in a great eagerness of Japanese jurists to
acquaint themselves or to improve their familiarity with Anglo-Saxon
law Many have expressed the wish to travel to the United States and
add to tis theoretical knowledge the observation of the working in
practice of the American legal system. Nothing would, indeed, further
promote the mutual understanding between jurists of the continental
and common law school as the materialization of such a plan.
II. THEm SUBSTANCE OF THE LEGAL AND JUDICIAL REFoR S8"
i. Judiciary
Japanese judges in the past enjoyed functional independence, but
their official status and remuneration was that of civil servants. The
courts were under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Justice who was
responsible for their budget as well as for the appointment and promo-
tion of judges. Obviously, this arrangement endangered genuine inde-
pendence, inasmuch as ambitious and opportunistic judges were
tempted to adjust their opinions to the presumptive wishes of the
government. In criminal cases of a political nature resistance to such
temptation required a particularly high degree of personal courage and
integrity In addition, the public procurators, in their capacity as
prosecutors of the state and administrative officials under the direction
of the Minister of Justice, were closely attached to the courts and
frequently served as observers of the judges' attitudes. The new Con-
stitution separates the judicial branch of the government from the
executive and vests the whole judicial power in a Supreme Court and
in such inferior courts as are established by law. No extraordinary
tribunal shall be established nor shall any organ or agency of the
Executive be given final judicial power."
89 Tlus Article restricts itself to a brief analysis of the organizational changes con-
nected with the administration of justice and of the revision of the basic legal Codes.
No discussion is included of political, social, and economic reforms, such as the Election
Laws, the Local Autonomy Law, the National Public Service Law, the labor legis-
lation, and the land reform.
4 oArticle 76 of the CONSTITUTr0 o1 JAPAN.
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The court system continues on a nationwide basis. Although the
local entities, such as prefectures, cities, towns, and villages have
been empowered to enact local by-laws within the limitation of the
Local Autonomy Law," the establishment of prefectural or municipal
courts has not yet been authorized, but is under consideration.
The new Court Organization Law'2 sets up a system of inferior
courts, consisting of High Courts, District Courts, Family Courts, and
Summary Courts." The High Courts have taken the place of the
former Appellate Courts, while the District Courts combine the func-
tions of the old District Courts with some of those of the abolished
Local Courts. The Summary Courts on the lowest level are an essential
innovation, comparable to the American justice of the peace. In crin-
nal cases they also replace the former police courts, which have gone
out of existence.
As to jurisdiction, the Summary Court is in charge of less significant
claims and tries petty criminal offenses. Otherwise, the District Court
is the regular court of first instance. The High Court decides on appeal
in questions of both fact and law, while the Supreme Court as the court
of last resort is, as a rule, concerned only with issues of law 44
41 Law No. 67 of 1947, O.G. No. 312, April 17, 1947
42 Law No. 59 of 1947, O.G. No. 311, April 16, 1947, as amended.
43 At the present time there exist eight High Courts, six High Court Branches,
forty-nine District Courts, the locations of which roughly correspond to the prefectural
districts-228 District Court Branches, 49 Family Courts, 228 Family Court Branches,
and 559 Summary Courts.
4 The Japanese Law distinguishes between jokoku appeal, koso appeal, and kokoku
complaint. Jokoku is an appeal from a judgment of an inferior court, usually restricted
to issues of law and comparable to the French revision. Koso is an appeal involving
both questions of fact and law. In the civil procedure the character of this appeal as a
complete trial de novo has been retained, while in the crimnal procedure it has been
basically altered. (See subsequent article of R. B. Appleton, Reforms in Japanese
Criminal Procedure Under Allied Occupation.) Kokoku is a complaint against rulings
and orders other than judgments of the inferior courts. To give a more precise picture
of the somewhat complicated jurisdiction, the Supreme Court as the court of last
resort, has jurisdiction over jokoku appeals and kokokit complaints prescribed specially
in codes of procedure. The High Court is basically an appellate court. It decides on
koso appeals from judgments in the first instance rendered by District Courts; on
kokoku complaints against rulings and orders rendered by District Courts, and on
jokoku appeals in civil procedure from judgments in the second instance rendered by
District Courts or from judgments in the first instance rendered by the Summary
Courts. Only in exceptional cases does the High Court decide as a court of first
instance. The Law mentions only the trial of offenses related to Civil War (riot, etc.).
The District Court decides in the first instance unless the Summary Court or High
Court has jurisdiction. In civil matters it also decides on koso appeals and kokoku
complaints from judgments rendered by the Summary Court. Finally, the Summary
Court is in charge of civil claims where the value of the controversy does not exceed
five thousand yen (now about fourteen dollars) and of the trial of criminal offenses
punishable with fine or lighter penalty and with fine as optional penalty. Only in the
case of theft can the Summary Court impose penal servitude not exceeding three years.
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In addition to these general rules the jurisdiction of the various
courts is created in individual cases by special. statutes.45
The Court Organzation Law, in order to relieve the judges of the
Supreme Court from an overload of work, actually one of the gravest
problems facing the Japanese administration of justice, provides that
not all fifteen judges'8 who constitute the court must participate in the
decision of every case however trifling. Decisions may be rendered
either through a grand or a petty bench. The details are left to the
rules of the Supreme Court,' except that the law requires a quorum
of at least three judges for the petty bench and the decision of the
grand bench, consisting of all justices, when questions of constitution-
ality are involved or when the Supreme Court wants to deviate from a
precedent.'8
The High Court is a collegiate court which, as a rule, is composed of
three judges one of whom acts as presiding judge. Only in the excep-
tional cases where it tries offenses as a court of first instance must the
number of judges be five.'" The District Court handles cases through
a single judge except when the collegiate court consisting of three
judges rules otherwise, in certain cases of felomes, and when it acts as
appellate court in civil procedure."0 Finally the Summary Court always
handles cases through a single judge. 1
Recenty a new type of court with special functions has been estab-
lished, namely, the Family Court." One division of this court is con-
cerned with arbitration, conciliation, and limited determination of con-
troversies within the family, such as questions of marital relationship
and divorce by agreement, parental power, custody of children, and
guardianship.1 This division has taken over many functions formerly
exercised by the family council, which was connected with the old
semifeudal house system. The second division constitutes the new
Juvenile Court in charge of decisions formerly made by a quasi-official
' Amendment to the Law for the Election of Member of the House of Representa-
tives, Law No. 43 of 1947, O.G. Extra-5, March 31, 1947, Article 81.
48 The former Supreme Court was composed of thirty-two judges.
4' Issued in the meantime by Supreme Court Rule No. 5 of 1947, O.G. No. 478,
November 11, 1947
48 Article 10 of the Court Organization Law.
49 Ibid., Article 18.
50 Ibid., Article 26.
51 Ibid., Article 35.52 By an amendment of the Court Organization Law. See Law No. 260 of 1948,
O.G. No. 819, December 21, 1948.
53 These functions, based on the Law for the Adjustment of Domestic Relations,
Law No. 152 of 1947, O.G. No. 507, December 6, 1947, were initially exercised by the
Court of Domestic Relations as a branch of the District Court, and have now been
absorbed by the new Family Court.
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organization, the Judicial Protective Society under the control and
supervision of the Ministry of Justice. The change puts the decision of
the socially important cases of juvenile offenders into the hands of an
independent judge.4
The principle according to which judicial power shall be exclusively
vested in the regular courts is implemented by the requirement of the
Court Organization Law that courts shall decide all legal disputes."5
This provision has brought about the abolition of the Court of Ad-
ministrative Litigation in Tokyo. The jurisdiction of this court had
been greatly restricted by law The nonexistence of inferior admmistra-
tive courts resulted in considerable slowness of procedure, and the
preponderance of former ministerial officials among the judges did not
contribute to the development by the court of a forceful protection of
individual rights from bureaucratic interference. Such experiences dis-
couraged the continuation of any system of administrative courts in
spite of the fact that in Japan as in France and Germany, where such
system proved far more effective, the legal theory clearly distinguishes
between public and private law and holds that questions of public law
should not be decided by the regular but by administrative courts.
As a consequence of these fundamental changes, the position and
prestige of the new Supreme Court (Saiko Saibansho) have been
strengthened tremendously There is no identity of this court with the
former highest tribunal (Daishinsi), which among other differences,
lacked the rule-making power as well as the power of judicial review "6
There is no implementing legislation on the scope or nature of these
new prerogatives, and development of both must be left to the inter-
pretation of the Supreme Court itself. As to rule-making, the language
of the Constitution by authorizing the court without modification to
determine "the rules of procedure and of practice" might suggest that
the procedural codes should be written by the Supreme Court instead
of being enacted by the legislature. While in the conferences on the
revision of the Code of Criminal Procedure individual judges expressed
such view, the Supreme Court did not officially oppose the enactment
54 See Amendment of the Juvenile Law, Law No. 168 of 1948, O.G. Extra, July 15,
1947, which provides the details of the procedure before the Juvenile Court; and
Amendment of the Reformatory Law, Law No. 169 of 1948, O.G. Extra, July 15, 1948,
which is designed to modernize the institutional aspect of law enforcement against
juvenile offenders.
55 Article 3, which however, explicitly admits "prelimnary determination by execu-
tive agencies."
6 These powers are conferred on the new Supreme Court by Articles 77 and 81
of the Constitution.
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by the Diet. However, according to agreement reached, the 'detailed
elaboration of the Code was left, to rules of the Court and carried out
minutely 15
It remains to be seen whether the Supreme Court will apply its power
of judicial review along similar lines to those developed in the United
States during the past 150 years. Up to now no Diet statute has been
declared unconstitutional in Japan. However, without defining the
meamng of judicial review, several laws refer to this power. While the
initial doubt resulting from the language of Article 8i of the Constitu-
tion, regarding the right of the inferior courts to determine on questions
of constitutionality has been removed by the actual recognition of such
right, the procedural Codes insist that whenever the consitutionality
of legislative or administrative acts is challenged, jokoku appeal to the
Supreme Court be admitted. 8 Furthermore, as has been mentioned
before, questions of constitutionality must be decided by the Grand
Bench of the Supreme Court.
The Constitution provides the principles for the appointment and
removal of judges. While the fourteen associate judges are appointed
by the Cabinet,' the Emperor appoints the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court upon designation of the Cabinet."0 Other possibilities
would have been either to require approval of the appointments by the
Diet or to have the judges elected by the people. Both possibilities were
considered, but rejected because of the undeniable danger that under
the conditions prevailing in Japan the choice of the highest judges
would be dependent upon the whims of party politics of an immature
quality and upon bossism"' apt to breed corruption. Still the framers
of the Constitution felt that some check on the appointments of the
Supreme Court judges was needed. 2 Therefore, a popular review of
57 See article of R. B. Appleton, footnote 44.
as See Code of Civil Procedure, Law No. 149 of 1948, O.G. Extra, July 12, 1948,
Article 409-62, and Code of Criminal Procedure, Law No. 131 of 1948, O.G. Extra,
July 10, 1948, Article 405.59 Article 79 of the Constitution.
1o Article 6, Par. 2, ibid. This mode of appointment was inserted by a Diet amend-
ment in order to give the Chief Justice a prestige equal to that of the Prime Minister,
who is also appointed by the Emperor, after having been designated by the Diet.01 Oyabun-Kobun, feudal boss-henchman relationship. For illustrations see Justin
Williams, Post War Politics in Japan, A Symposium, Party Politics in the New Japa-
nese Diet, in POLITICAL ScmNcE REvmw, Vol. XLII, December 6, 1948, p. 1171, and
William Costello, Democracy vs. Feudalism in Post-War Japan (Tokyo, 1948), pp.
27, 29, and 85.
62 The Court Organization Law in order to guide the Cabinet m its choice estab-
lished a Consultative Committee for the appointment of judges to give suggestions
regarding candidates to the Supreme Court. This committee acted on the occasion of
the first appointment of the judges. However, due to the reluctance of the Japanese to
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judicial appointments to the Supreme Court at ten-year intervals has
been provided as an interesting constitutional innovation. In connection
with the first general election of the members of the House of Repre-
sentatives following the appointment of an individual judge of the
Supreme Court, the voter is given an opportunity to express the desire
to have that judge removed from office. When the majority of the
voters favor the removal, the judge must be dismissed. The same pro-
cedure is repeated after the judge has been in office for ten years."e
Details pertaining to this popular referendum, which constitutes a
recall and not an election, are provided by the Law for the People's
Examination of the Supreme Court Judges,"' which among other
features, introduces a simple form of printed ballot for the use of the
voter, something new in Japan's electoral history On January 23, 1949,
in connection with the last election to the House of Represenatives
fourteen judges of the Supreme Court, all newly appointed, were sub-
ject to this review, which resulted in what may be regarded a major
victory on their part. Ninety-nine and six tenths per cent (99.6) of the
total number of voters to the House of Representatives participated
in the referendum and only 4.4 per cent of the participants voted in
favor of the dismissal of judges. Still, by evaluating this seeming vote
of confidence and its effectiveness as a popular check, the fact should
be taken into account that the judges had been in office only for one
year and a half and that the people knew little about their attitudes
and decisions. Whether it will ever be possible to awaken and maintain
interest in the members of the Supreme Court among large segments
of the population appears more than doubtful."5 The writer is inclined
to interpret this popular review as a symbolic gesture of emphasis on
the people's sovereignty rather than as an effective check on the
appointment of the justices.
The appointment of the judges of inferior courts is also in the hands
of the Cabinet which, however, must choose the appointees from a list
of persons nominated by the Supreme Court.6" This important provi-
reject suggestions coming from outstanding figures of public life, such as the committee
members, this device virtually had the effect that the power of appointment shifted from
the Cabinet, where it belonged constitutionally, to the committee. A subsequent amend-
ment, therefore, abolished the committee.
65 See Article 79, Pars. 2 to 4, of the Constitution.
64 Law No. 136 of 1947, O.G. No. 493, November 20, 1947
85 It will, however, be easier than before to satisfy such interest since the Court
Organization Law (Article 11) has introduced the rule for the Supreme Court that
dissenting opinions must be expressed in writing, while hitherto, in accordance with
continental practice, the decision revealed only the opinion of the majority.
8e Article 80 of the Constitution.
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sion actually empowers the Supreme Court to determine the personnel
policy regarding these judges. Their tenure of office is ten years with
the privilege of reappointment, while formerly all judges were ap-
pointed for life. However, a retirement age has been fixed at seventy
years for judges of the Supreme Court and at sixty-five years for judges
of the inferior courts.6"
Different qualifications are specified for judges of the Supreme Court
and judges and assistant judges of the inferior courts. Summary Court
judges are recruited under less rigid requirements. 8 The principle is
that a certain period of experience as judge, assistant judge, public
procurator, lawyer or umversity professor of law is a prerequisite for
he appointment to the first category In the case of the Supreme Court
judges, the appointment must be made from among "persons of broad
vision and extensive knowledge of law" as well as of a minimum age
of forty years. However, only ten out of the fifteen judges must comply
with specific requirement of a long legal career, while with regard to
the remaining five the door is left open to the selection of outstanding
personalities without the traditional training and background in juris-
prudence.9
Apart from the removal by popular review, termination of the
tenure of office due to the age limits, and the expiration of the ten
years tenure of inferior judges, the status of the judge is guaranteed.
No judge may be removed from office except by public impeachment,
or unless judicially declared mentally or physically incompetent, nor
shali he be transferred, against his will, to any other court or official
position. No disciplinary action against judges shall be administered
by any executive organ or agency 70 The Constitution entrusts the im-
peachment to a court made up of members of both Houses of the Diet.7'
In implementing this important provision, the Judge Impeachment
LawT2 establishes an Impeachment Committee consisting of twenty
members of the House of Representatives, which performs the function
of indictment, while an Impeachment Court of fourteen judges, seven
from each House of the Diet, is in charge of the decision. Impeachment
67 Court Organization Law, Article 50. In a subsequent amendment the maximum
age was raised to seventy years for judges of the Summary Courts due to difficulties
of recruiting men for this low-paid category.
0s Articles 41 through 44 of the Court Organization Law.
60 One of the present members of the Supreme Court, Kuriyama Shigeru, for
instance, has had a long career as a diplomat in European countries.
70 Article 78 of the Constitution and Article 48, Court Organization Law.
"I Ibid., Article 64.
72 Law No. 137 of 1947, O.G. No. 493, November 20, 1947
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trials must be public. Any person may lodge a motion of impeachment
with the Committee, which may also take action on its own initiative.
Because of the reluctance of the courts to apply for impeachment pro-
cedure, a subsequent amendment"8 imposed the duty on the presidents
of inferior courts to notify the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
whenever they consider that there is a reason for removal by im-
peachment of a judge under their jurisdiction. The Chief Justice must
then request the committee to institute an indictment for removal,
He is also bound to do so if he has arrived at the same conclusion
independently of such notification.
Dismissal of judges for physical or mental incompetency, as well as
disciplinary punishment in cases where no removal is deemed neces-
sary, remain within the prerogatives of the courts on the basis of the
Law Concerning the Status of Judges and other Court Officials.7" When
a judge of the Supreme Court or of a High Court is involved, decision
is rendered by the Supreme Court, in all other cases by the High Court
of the district, in which the judge holds office. Disciplinary punishment
may be a reprimand or a nonpenal fine not exceeding io,ooo yen.
This brings to a close the analysis of the main reforms designed to
create an independent judiciary This aspect of the legislation deserved
some elaboration because the fateful question of whether the rule of
law will eventually be triumphant in Japan, as its advanced Constitu-
tion visualizes, depends foremost upon the caliber of her judges and
upon the courage, integrity, and enthusiasm with which they will apply
and construe the law The legal framework for the independence of the
judicial branch of the government is certainly laid. It remains to be
seen whether the Supreme Court will live up to its hard and lofty task
of being a guardian of the new Constitution. This task requires
dynamic strength as well as imagination. There are unavoidable weak-
nesses in the system, such as the appointment power of the Cabinet.
It is, of course, too early to judge about the first Supreme Court under
the new Constitution. The period of adjustment to its own powers is
still going on and no spectacular decisions have been rendered up to
the present time. However, if we remember the slow growth of our own
judicial institutions, we cannot possibly expect miracles with regard
73 Law No. 93 of 1948, O.G. Extra, July 5, 1948.
74 Law No. 127 of 1947, O.G. No. 475, October 29, 1947 Originally this Law cov-
ered also court officials other than judges, such as secretaries and clerks. In the current
session of the Diet its application has been restricted to judges, since the other court
officials are now temporarily subject to the National Public Service Law (Law No.
120 of October 21, 1947, O.G. No. 468). This law places the judges into the special
service, which actually means their exemption from the general civil service rules.
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to the tempo of development. After all, the present group of Supreme
Court judges, predominantly men of advanced age, cannot "escape
history" The former judges or administrative officials among them
must learn to overcome the deep-seated attitude of traditional sub-
servience to the mimsterial bureaucracy and must become conscious
of their independent status. This consciousness apparently comes more
easily to the former lawyers in the Court who, unburdened by an
official past, seem to be willing to put on a fight against interference
from other branches of the government. The recent public protest of
the Supreme Court against the investigation of court decisions by the
Judicial Committee of the Upper House, ' regardless of its merit, may
be considered a promising indication that the Supreme Court is deter-
mined not to surrender the powers conferred upon it by the Consti-
tution. Still more important, however, will be the extent to, and the
fervor with, which Japan's highest tribunal will protect the constitu-
tional rights of the people.
2. Public Procurators
The clear-cut separation of the public procurators from the courts,
to which they had been attached in the past, has been the logical con-
sequence of the establishment of a judiciary no longer dependent upon
the executive. Their status and organization are dealt with in the
Public Procurator's Office Law."8 They continue to be administrative
officials of the national government under the general control and
supervision of the Attorney General," although the Public Procurator
75 The Committee, on the basis of Article 62 of the Constitution, according to which
"each House may conduct investigations mn relation to government and may demand the
presence and testimony of witnesses, and the production of records," had investigated
individual cases decided by the courts and criticized the wisdom of the decisions as well
as the attitudes of judges. The House of Councillors refuted the charges of unconstitu-
tional interference by referring to the principle that the Diet is the "highest Organ of
State power." (See Nippon Times of May 21, 24, and 28, 1949.)76 Law No. 61 of 1947, O.G. No. 311, April 16, 1947
77The former Ministry of Justice has been replaced by the Attorney General's
Office in connection with the reorganization of the Police (Law for Establishment of
the Attorney General's Office, Law No. 193 of 1947). This change was mainly moti-
vated by the separation of the courts from the executive branch of the government,
which in the field of adnmistration of justice left to the Ministry of Justice only the
supervision over the public procurators. It was felt that a reorganization on the central
level should emphasize the importance of such development. This resulted in the aboli-
tion of the Ministry of Justice, the name of which had been associated with ill-fated
experiences of the past. The mission of the newly created Attorney General's Office
has been defined in the law as that of the supreme legal advisor to the Cabinet. In this
capacity it is also in charge of drafting legislation of bills to be submitted by the Cabi-
net to the Diet. Thus the Attorney General's Office has absorbed functions formerly
performed by the Legislative Bureau of the Cabinet which also was dispensed with
"in the interest of governmental efficiency and economy." A Civil Liberties Bureau has
been established in the Attorney General's Office, something never heard of before in
a Japanese bureaucratic agency.
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General as the chief of all procuratorial organizations enjoys a con-
siderable functional independence. Thus, in individual cases the
Attorney General can control public procurators only through the
Procurator General.
As far as litigation is concerned, the public procurators are under
the rule-making power of the Supreme Court to the same extent as
the defense counsel. Their role has essentially changed to that of a
party in the trial, a fact which finds its symbolic expression in the
transfer of their seats from the place beside the bench to one in front
of and below the court, on an equal level with the defense counsel.
The procurators' organization is made up of separate offices which
correspond to the new type of courts. The Supreme Procurator's office,
headed by the Procurator General, corresponds to the Supreme Court;
the High Procurators' offices, headed by Superintending Procurators,
to the High Courts; the District Procurators' offices to the District
Courts; and the Local Procurators' offices to the Summary Courts.
As to the functions of the public procurator, it should be noted that
he is the sole agent of the government in charge of prosecution. He may
also investigate any offense and is responsible for the execution of
criminal judgments."' Additional tasks are entrusted to him by specific
laws. Thus he represents the public interest in divorce cases and suits
concerning the status of children.
As in the case of the judges, the possibility of election was considered
but finally rejected for similar reasons. The public procurators remain
appointed officials. However, here again some check on their appoint-
ment was deemed advisable. Therefore a high-level committee was
established by an amendment to the law"' for the purpose of advising
the Attorney General, either on his request or on its own initiative,
with regard to the question of whether or not a public procurator
should be removed from office as unsuitable to perform his duties.
A periodic examination of all procurators is to be conducted by the
committee every three years. This "Committee for the Examination
of Qualifications of Public Procurator" consists of members of both
Houses of the Diet, the Procurator General, and representatives of
the Attorney General, the Supreme Court, the bar associations and
the law schools.
In addition to this outside influence in the personnel policy, a popu-
78 His part in the Criminal Procedure is treated in the article of R. B. Appleton,
footnote 44.
79 Law No. 31 of 1948, O.G. Extra, May 1, 1948.
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lar check upon the functions of the public procurators has been intro-
duced in the form of an Inquest of Prosecution,"0 which rmght be
characterized as a mild beginning of a grand jury system. It investi-
gates cases where the procurator did not institute public action,
although he should have done so. The findings of the Inquest are,
however, of an advisory .nature only 8'
3. Lawyers
It was realized early that the change in the position of the Japanese
judiciary, if it was to result in a modern administration of justice,
should be accompanied by an elevation of the legal profession. In the
hierarchical society of the past the lawyers did not enjoy the same
prestige as government officials or judges. Their influence on legisla-
tion was negligible and their role in public life at large less significant
than that of their brethren in Western countries. In the transitional
phase, since the termination of the war, the leading bar associations
of Japan made a concentrated effort to free the lawyers from govern-
mental supervision formerly exercised by the Minister of Justice and
continued by the Attorney General. There was general agreement on
the need for relaxation of these controls. However, the question of
whether the bar associations should be given complete or semi-mde-
pendence became the subject of lengthy controversies between the
three orgamzations concerned. While the Attorney General favored
some limited continuation of the supervisory functions of his office,
the Supreme Court held that the lawyers should be subject to its rule-
making power and control. The bar associations, on the other hand,
rejected both alternatives and strived for full autonomy of the legal
profession Due to this difference of opinions the revision of the Law-
yers' Law" had to be delayed for a long time, the occupation taking
no position with regard to the issue. Gratifyingly enough, it was finally
settled among the Japanese on the basis of the view of the bar associa-
tion. At present a sweeping amendment to the Lawyers' Law, drafted
as a member bill by the Attorney General's Committee in the lower
House, is under discussion in the Diet.88 As long as it has not been
passed into law, a detailed analysis of its contents would be premature.
Suffice it to point out here that, generally speaking, the affairs con-
80 Law No. 147 of 1948, O.G. Extra, July 12, 1948.
81 On details regarding this institution see article of R. B. Appleton, footnote 44.
82 Law No. 54 of 1933.
83 [EorrOr's No : This revision of the Lawyer's Law has since been passed by
the Diet.]
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nected with the legal profession will be left to autonomous self-rule by
the bar associations. A bar association shall be established in the area
under the jurisdiction of each District Court, and the Japan Federation
of Bar Associations will be the nation-wide top organization with the
various bar associations as well as the individual lawyers throughout
the country as its members.
All bar associations will have broad regulatory powers which cover
matters such as codes of professional ethics and standards for fees.
The rules of the local bar associations are subject to approval by the
Federation.
The Japan Federation of Bar Associations keeps a name list of
lawyers. Registration in this list is the prerequisite for admission to the
bar. Application for registration must be made through the local bar
association which the candidate wants to join. Upon recommendation
of a Qualification Examnation Committee the local bar association
may refuse to forward the request to the Federation for specific and
legally defined reasons. In this case the applicant may complain to the
Federation which, on the recommendation of its own Qualification
Examination Committee, either rejects the complaint or directs the
local association to forward the request. Similar procedures are pro-
vided in case the local association wishes to have the registration of a
lawyer cancelled. In both instances the person adversely affected by
the determination of the Federation may bring action in the Tokyo
High Court.
An important exception from the rule that adnmistrative determi-
nation is made by the Federation of Bar Associations is provided for
with regard to the admission and disbarment of foreign lawyers. They
may be admitted to the Japanese bar even though they do not comply
with the usual professional and educational requirement, provided
they have a "proper knowledge of Japanese law" There is also a mode
of admission to a more limited practice of law by persons qualified as
lawyers of a foreign country If they are not familiar with Japanese
law, they may give advice to a foreign national and on questions related
to foreign law Here the Supreme Court passes on both forms of admis-
sion after having heard the opinion of the Federation. The same pro-
cedure applies to disbarment. Similar regulations are contained in the
existing Lawyers' Law which leaves the decision to the Mimster of
Justice (Attorney General) the admission. However, up to now a for-
eigner could be admitted to the practice of law in Japan only if the
same treatment was granted Japanese nationals in his own country
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By abandoning this principle of reciprocity the drafters of the bill
have established a commendable example of good will toward inter-
national understanding.
4. Civil Law
The reform of the Civil Code was restricted to the Fourth and Fifth
Books of this Law, which cover the fields of domestic relations and
inheritance. The other three books dealing with general legal principles,
Property Law, and Obligations have remained virtually untouched,
since no immediate need for a revision of these basic parts existed on
constitutional grounds."' Yet the revision of the Civil Code, even
within this limitation, is of momentous importance for every man and
woman, since it directly affects human relationship within the family
The Japanese thinks of himself as part of the family rather than as
individual. This attitude, based on Confucian philosophy, has even
been projected into the political sphere where the state takes the place
of the largest family unit of supreme rank with the Tenno (Emperor)
as the pater familias. Such attitude has influenced the ethics of Japa-
nese society in manifold ways. Respect of parents and care for rela-
tives by blood and marriage are certainly commendable traits. So is
the love of one's country However, feudalistic influences added to
these positive elements the postulate of a complete subordination of
the individual to the higher unit whether family or state. 5 Closely
connected with such hierarchical set-up was the inferior role of women
in Japanese society The familr system, integrated in the Civil Code,
was based on these principles. The family unit was not the family in
the Western sense, consisting of father, mother, and unmarried chil-
dren, but a kind of clan group, namely the so-called "house." The head
of the house (Koshu), usually the oldest male of the group, perhaps
a grandfather or granduncle, wielded considerable legal and economic
powers over the other members of the house, regardless whether he
actually lived with them or not. His consent was required whenever a
member of the house wanted to change his residence or be a party to
marriage, divorce, or adoption. The sanction for noncompliance was
expulsion from the house. The economic implication of such expulsion
becomes evident by the fact that the head of the house owned most of
the family property, succession to which was tied up with succession
84 The same is true of the Commercial Code, a partial amendment of which is, how-
ever, under consideration at the present time.
86 Similar doctrines with regard to the state in the Hegelian philosophy, although
of different historical origin, greatly influenced the German development.
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to the headship of the house. Since he had the duty to support needy
members of the family, expulsion from the house frequently meant
being deprived of the means for a living.
Obviously, this institution was not reconcilable with the new con-
stitutional principles of individual dignity and equality Moreover, the
Constitution requires that marriage shall be based only on the mutual
consent of both sexes and that it shall be maintained through mutual
cooperation with the equal rights of husband and wife as a basis. While
this new conception would have made implementing legislation manda-
tory in any case, the Constitution explicitly demands that "With regard
to choice of spouse, property rights, inheritance, choice of domicile,
divorce, and other matters pertaining to marriage and the family, laws
shall be enacted from the standpoint of individual dignity and the
essential equality of the sexes.""0
Still, the occupation was extremely reluctant to take the initiative
with regard to this legislation. It was clear that the authoritative fea-
tures of the "house" system were doomed to disappearance. But how
far the system as such could be continued in a modified form was a
subtle and controversial question, the decision of which it appeared
wise to leave to the Japanese themselves. This was one of the impor-
tant instances where the occupation exercised that self-restraint to
which the first part of this article refers. The problem was thoroughly
discussed among the Japanese in planning committees, in the press,
and in public hearings of the Diet. Strangely enough, the final decision
reached was a complete abolition of the house system. This outcome
was considerably influenced by the vigorous arguments of leading
women. It should be understood that the women are the largest group
to benefit from such a radical change in the sphere of domestic life.
The revision of the Civil Code" implements this decision and
replaces the "house" by the modern small family Succession into
property now takes place at equal shares among descendants, regard-
less of sex, and the surviving spouse, whether husband or wife, is
entitled to legal shares.
All restrictions on the legal status of women as wives and mothers
are abolished. This covers management of the wife's property, grounds
for divorce, parental power and custody of children. Other important
changes along the lines of greater emphasis upon individual inde-
86 Article 24 of the Constitution.
87 Law No. 222 of 1947, Official Gazette 520, December 22, 1947
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pendence have been integrated with regard to marriage, guardianship,
and inheritance.5
Closely connected with the revision of the Civil Code is a reform
of the old Koseks (Family Registration) system, which was based on
the abolished house system. The actual significance of this institution
is evidenced by the rule that all essential events in the lives of the
people, such as birth recognition, adoption, marriage, divorce, and
death, must be registered in order to give them legal effect. While the
continuation of registration as such was not considered in conflict with
constitutional postulates, but convement and even indispensable under
the Japanese law, the system had to be adjusted to the change in the
basic family unit, apart from the need of an overdue modernization
and simplification. The new Family Registration Law8" serves these
purposes.
5. Crmmal Law and Procedure
The need for a modernization of the existing Codes on the basis of
a more advanced theory of criminology had been recognized by many
Japanese jurists as well as laymen for some time." Nevertheless, proj-
ects of an essential revision never materialized. Now a sweeping reform
of the substantive as well as procedural elements of the criminal law
became imperative in the light of the elaborate safeguards which the
new Constitution provided in its Bill of Rights for the protection of
the individual involved in the criminal process. The change in the
position of the Emperor, the constitutional renunciation of war, and
the new principle of equality of the sexes affected important parts of
the Criminal Code. The substance of the revision of this Code as well
as of the Code of Criminal Procedure will be treated in separate articles.
6. Habeas Corpus Act
The Constitution provides that no person shall be deprived of life
or liberty, nor any other criminal penalty be imposed, except according
to procedure established by law The broad scope of this provision, the
application of which is not restricted to arrest and detention within the
criminal procedure, called for the introduction of some form of relief
from illegal restraint of personal freedom. In a country where involun-
tary servitude of women and children had been almost customary, the
88 An elaborate analysis of the new Civil Code will follow in a subsequent article.89 Law No. 224 of 1947, O.G. Extra, December 22, 1947
90 Thus an Extraordinary Legislative Committee pointed to the defects of the Penal
Code in 1926 and passed a resolution in favor of its revision. In 1931 a Special Com-
mittee was established, which submitted plans for-such revision to the Government.
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need for protection from physical restraint was undeniable. The Anglo-
Saxon writ of Habeas Corpus appeared so alien to continental law
that no attempt was made by the occupation to suggest it as a model for
Japanese legislation. Therefore, the problem was thoroughly studied
and discussed among the judges of the Supreme Court and lawyers and
members of the Diet with the result that a member bill for a Habeas
Corpus Act was finally submitted by the Chairman of the judicial
Committee of the House of Councillors on his own initiative. When
the law 1 was enacted in the second session of the National Diet in the
summer of 1948, the Supreme Commander publicly expressed his
satisfaction as follows: "With the provision of the privilege of the
Writ of Habeas Corpus, Japan now assumes a place among those
people of the world who live under positive safeguards of the sanctity
of individual life, liberty and human dignity"
Without going into the technicalities of the law, the limited nature
of its relief should be pointed out. It applies only to illegal restraints.
Therefore, the court cannot go into the merits of a detention, pro-
vided that it has been made by the authority having legal power to
do so. Whether the Supreme Court will broaden the interpretation of
illegality as covering abuse or grossly arbitrary use of such power
remains to be seen. Specific time limits are provided for speedy judicial
action. In spite of its limitation the remedy, in making the courts the
guardians of the personal freedom of the people, should have tremen-
dous ideological value. Here again the question of whether the right
of Habeas Corpus will develop into a real protection of personal liberty
depends upon the spirit in which it will be construed by the courts.
7 Civil Procedure
The revision of the Code of Civil Procedure 2 was not directly
required by the new Constitution. Being of a rather technical nature,
it will be of little interest to the American reader. One of the main
changes was aimed at a simplification of the existing appeal system,
which permitted four instances in the petty cases starting in the lowest
court. The result had been unbearable delays in the procedure. A con-
tinuation of this slow system was all the more out of the question as the
new Supreme Court, consisting only of fifteen judges, had to be
relieved from the burden of deciding on insignificant issues. Therefore,
the new Code provides that decisions of the Summary Court may be
91 Habeas Corpus Act, Law No. 199, O.G. No. 699, July 30, 1948.
92 Law No. 149 of 1948, O.G. Extra, July 12, 1948.
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appealed from by Koso appeal to the District Court and that the
parties may lodge a jokoku appeal against the second instance decision
of the District Court with the High Court which, as a rule, decides in
the last resort. Thus in civil procedure the Supreme Court is no longer
the only court to-hear jokoku appeals. However, exceptions are made
when constitutional issues are involved as well as in the interest of
uniformity of judicial interpretation. The law authorizes the Supreme
Court to determine by rules when a High Court deciding on jokoku
appeal must transfer the case to the Supreme Court."
8. Admnistrative Procedure
The Constitution establishes the principle of judicial review of
administrative acts. The inplementing legislation goes far beyond
opening the way to contests in the courts on constitutional grounds.
While the abolished Court of Administrative Litigation had jurisdiction
only in cases specifically listed in the law,9' the regular courts are now
authorized to annul or alter any illegal disposition made by an admims-
trative office as well as other actions concerning public legal relations.
This general clause, which subjects the executive branch of the govern-
ment to judicial control with regard to legality, might be characterized
as an amazingly liberal step toward the protection of the individual
from bureaucratic encroachment. Already conferred upon the courts
by the provisional revision of the Code of Civil Procedure, that power
was reaffirmed and finally established in the Law For Special Regula-
tions concerning the Procedure of Administrative Litigations 5 which
provides that, as a rule, the Code of Civil Procedure shall apply to
such type of actions.
There are, however, some important restrictions upon the citizen's
right to litigation. The old rule that he must exhaust the administrative
channels before he can institute an action has been retained. The law
requires a preliminary petition,"6 defined as "request, for exanunation,
98 Rule No. 5 of the Supreme Court, O.G. No. 459, October 9, 1947, implements
this provision in detail.
9& This system was based on what the continental theory called "principle of
enumeration."95 Law No. 81 of 1948, O.G. Extra-l, July 1, 1948.
96 The petition, which is to be submitted to the administrative agency specified in
the law authorizing the contested act, should not be confused with the petition in the
broader sense of Article 16 of the new Constitution. This latter provision gives every
person the right of peaceful petition for the redress of damage, for the removal of public
officials, for the enactment, repeal or amendment of laws, ordinances or regulations and
for other matters. It has been implemented by the Petition Law, Law No. 13 of 1947,
O.G. No. 284, March 13, 1947, which requires that such petition be made in writing and
that it be given "sincere consideration."
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objection or any other complaint." Only after this petition has been
rejected by the administrative office in charge of the determination is
the way open to the courts. The law provides for two exceptions to this
rule: (I) If the administrative office does not decide on the petition
within three months, action can nevertheless be instituted. This pre-
vents the office from obstructing litigation by delay; and (2) the court
itself may dispense with the petition if serious damage is anticipated.
It might be argued that the Law confers excessive powers upon the
courts. However, they are only concerned with the question of legality
and cannot decide on the wisdom or administrative expediency of the
contested act. There is little justification for the apprehension that the
Courts may not exercise a reasonable degree of judicial self-restraint
in the application of the Law Moreover, the mere existence of the
people's right to challenge administrative acts on legal grounds will
serve as healthy check on the still powerful Japanese bureaucracy
Still, the danger of judicial interference with the proper functions of
the executive branch of government was clearly seen in connection with
the injunctive power of the courts. Therefore, the Law provides, as a
rule, that the courts cannot stop or suspend the administrative dispo-
sition by an injunction when action for its invalidation has been insti-
tuted. Injunctions are admitted only if the court considers them
urgently necessary to prevent irreparable damage which may result
from the execution of the disposition. Even in such case injunction is
excluded if the suspension of the execution is against the public
interest. Finally, when the Prime Minister declares that the national
interest is affected, an injunction must be rescinded. For political
reasons, he will make use of this exceptional power only in cases of
great nationwide importance.
CONCLUSION
In an article of this length it was possible to give only the highlights
of the judicial and legal reforms enacted to implement the new Con-
stitution. The main objectives of this legislation have been the inde-
pendence of the judiciary and the strengthening of its prerogatives;
the promotion of fundamental human rights; and the protection of the
individual from too much governmental interference with his private
life. The approach to such broad elements of legal and political philoso-
phy affects the very structure and interrelationship of governmental
institutions as well as the position of the individual citizen in society
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Because the law of the land reflects that approach in all its basic enact-
ments, the ideological revolution behind the reforms has necessarily
resulted in a fundamental change of the Japanese legal system. In
evaluating this change, the fact should be taken into account that
under the prevailing circumstances the implementing legislation had
to be enacted in a breathtaking tempo. While the drafting of important
Codes took sometimes twenty years in continental countries, the post-
war revision of a great number of such Codes was carried out in Japan
within the short time from the autumn of 1946 to the summer of 3948.
Yet, the ideal method of thorough lawmaking could not have been
used in a situation which called for a swift break with the past. Conse-
quently, even the normal degree of perfection cannot be expected in
this particular case. Mistakes and omissions will certainly be discov-
ered. However, these shortcomings can be remedied by subsequent
amendments. As a matter of fact such process of improvement is
going on at present. In any case, the essential legal groundwork for a
new social and political order has been laid.
The administration of justice is now going through the unavoidable
difficulties of transition from the old to the new system. Judges, public
procurators, and lawyers are daily faced with problems of law for the
solution of which no precedent exists. Nevertheless, the impression
prevails that their adjustment to the changes will be smoother and
more rapid than anticipated by those who expected an almost chaotic
confusion.
More important than this technical aspect of transition, however, is
the question of whether the Constitution and the implementing law
will be applied by the courts effectively and in the right spirit. A long
process of reorientation in the light of the new position of the judiciary
will be necessary to replace the analytic and formalistic judge of the
past by the creative type which the country needs. The legal profession
also must become increasingly conscious of its mission as defender of
civil liberties. Without such transformation in the attitude of those con-
nected with the administration of justice the legal reforms would be
nothing but blueprints in the textbooks of law
Still, the judges and lawyers are only instrumentalities of society at
large. Above all others, the most fateful issue will be the reactionof the
people. What do the Constitution and the new laws mean to them?
Has the new order, integrated into the reforms, become part of their
lives and conquered their hearts or do they look at them as something
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alien and imposed by the occupant? Would they be willing to fight for
their new rights if their rulers attempted to put the clock back? It is
evident that the post-occupation survival of the reforms depends upon
the answer to these questions. One should beware of both too much
optimism and pessimism. Traditional attitudes toward the government
or the family and centuries-old customs are hard to change overnight.
This is particularly true in the case of the rural population which is less
flexible than the urban and lacks the same educational possibilities. On
the other hand, the danger that the reforms will be repudiated by the
bulk of the people because of their connection with the Allied Occupa-
tion has been minimized by the method of collaboration with the Japa-
nese who have shown themselves amazingly responsive and coopera-
tive. What happened was that, in this meeting of two different civiliza-
tions, generally speaking, the Japanese were impressed by certain legal
institutions of other countries and were willing to adopt them. This
willingness was motivated mainly by the recognition of the need for a
progressive change in their legal system. Reforms which would have
been due in any case merely materialized earlier and more rapidly
under the influence of the occupation. To be sure, there are groups
among the former ruling classes who criticize the new legislation as
un-Japanese, but they use this criticism merely as an argument against
innovations which they would have fought even more if there had been
no occupation at all.
There are indications that the people are beginning to become
increasingly mindful of their constitutional rights. Particularly, women
leaders have been quick to grasp the benefits of the new order for their
sex. The labor movement, strengthened in the postwar period, can
become an effective weapon against suppression of civil liberties, pro-
vided it avoids extremsm. The final outcome is tied up with the
political future of Japan, which will be influenced by unpredictable
international developments and domestic economic and social condi-
tions. Only if the people make courageous use of their new rights for
the prevention of any authoritarian form of government, regardless of
the brand, will the broad program visualized in the reforms be fulfilled.
